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Any fool can know.
The point is to understand.

Albert Einstein
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Learning intention 
& student outcomes
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•  Produce work that helps people in their local areas to understand the 
implications of their actions related to a ‘big world problem’.

•  Connect actions to consequences in local and global contexts by 
observing, documenting, and reverse-tracing effects to the root causes.

•  Study the big world problems affecting humanity and choose and 
investigate one of them in depth. 

•  Examine the impacts of their selected issue of concern, from a global 
perspective and down to a national, local and, more specifically, on a 
personal level.
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•  Design and collaborate to present their findings of ‘The Impacts They See’ 
into a public gallery titled ‘The Impacts We See’. 

•  Understand the connections between their actions and consequences in a 
local and a global context. 

•  Trace, document, and measure relevant scientific data to synthesise and 
substantiate conclusions.

•  Represent scientific data through artistic representations of their 
understandings.
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ACARA Learning Areas
Year 7 & 8 Media Arts
Achievement standards: By the end of Year 8, students identify and analyse 
how representations of social values and points of view are portrayed in the 
media artworks they make, distribute, and view. They evaluate how they and 
other makers and users of media artworks from different cultures, times, and 
places use genre and media conventions and technical and symbolic elements 
to make meaning. They identify and analyse the social and ethical responsibility 
of the makers and users of media artworks. Students produce representations 
of social values and points of view in media artworks for particular audiences 
and contexts. They use genre and media conventions and shape technical 
and symbolic elements for specific purposes and meaning. They collaborate 
with others in design and production processes, and control equipment and 
technologies to achieve their intentions.
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ACARA Learning Areas
Year 7 Science
Achievement standards: They predict the effect of human and environmental 
changes on interactions between organisms and classify and organise diverse 
organisms based on observable differences. Students describe situations where 
scientific knowledge from different science disciplines and diverse cultures has 
been used to solve a real-world problem. They explain the possible implications 
of the solution for different groups in society. Students draw on evidence to 
support their conclusions. They summarise data from different sources, describe 
trends, and refer to the quality of their data when suggesting improvements 
to their methods. They communicate their ideas, methods, and findings using 
scientific language and appropriate representations.
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ACARA Learning Areas
Year 8 Science
Achievement standards: Students explain how evidence has led to an 
improved understanding of a scientific idea, and describe situations in which 
scientists collaborated to generate solutions to contemporary problems. 
They reflect on the implications of these solutions for different groups in 
society. Students identify and construct questions and problems that they 
can investigate scientifically. Students construct representations of their 
data to reveal and analyse patterns and trends and use these when justifying 
their conclusions. They explain how modifications to methods could 
improve the quality of their data and apply their own scientific knowledge 
and investigation findings to evaluate claims made by others. They use 
appropriate language and representations to communicate science ideas, 
methods, and findings in a range of text types.
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ACARA Learning Areas
Year 8 English
Achievement standards: Students create texts for different purposes, 
selecting language to influence audience response. They make 
presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, 
using language patterns for effect. When creating and editing texts to 
create specific effects, they take into account intended purposes and 
the needs and interests of audiences.
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All art should inspire and evoke 
emotion. Art should be something 

you can actually feel.
Chris DeRubeis
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Art can motivate people to turn thinking 
into doing... Art helps us identify with 

one another and expands our notion of 
we, from the local to the global.

Olafur Eliasson
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Pedagogical/Androgogical/Heutagogical Options
Cross-disciplinary learning package for:

•  Enquiry based learning

•  Project/Problem-based learning

•  STEM-focused learning design

Provides teachers with resources for delivering the learning intentions against 
cross-disciplinary ACARA achievement standards.

Teachers are encouraged to provide students with self-directed learning 
opportunities rather than opting to deliver in traditional teacher-guided modes.
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General capabilities
•  Intercultural Understanding: Considering and developing multiple 

perspectives, empathising with others

•  Critical & Creative Thinking: Inquiring, analysing, synthesising and evaluating

•  Numeracy: Interpreting statistical information

•  Literacy: Composing texts through writing

•  Ethical Understanding: Understanding ethical issues; exploring values, rights 
and responsibilities 

•  Personal & Social: Developing interpersonal and social skills, learning to 
appreciate the different insights and perspectives of other group members, 
developing skills to plan, problem-solve, negotiate and lead
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Entrepreneurial skills & dispositions
•  Thinking interdependently

•  Listening with empathy

•  Questioning and problem posing

•  Ability to recognise opportunities

•  Creating, imagining and innovating

•  Thinking and communicating with 
clarity and precision

•  Critical thinking 

•  Responding with wonderment and awe

•  Develop empathy 

•  Develop curiosity towards things 
around them

•  Develop reflective thinking
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Time duration

Mode

Day’s challenge to full term’s study

Face to face | Online in synchronous & asynchronous learning

•  Can be delivered across a collaborative class shared between 
English, Science and Visual Arts teachers
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Art is a lie that makes us realise truth, at least 
the truth that is given us to understand. The 

artist must know the manner whereby to 
convince others of the truthfulness of his lies.

Pablo Picasso
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The principle of true art is not 
to portray but to evoke.

Jerzy Kosinski
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Lesson 
implementation

Lesson aims:

•  Familiarise students with the 
big world problems affecting 
humanity

•  Highlight the connections 
between global and local

•  Understand the intended 
learning and learning objectives
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Task summary
1.  Research the ‘Big World Problems’ affecting humanity 

2.  Select one problem to explore more in-depth

3.  Find evidence of the problems affecting you and your inner circles, 
peers and community

4.  Design a display with visual and written communication to help evoke in the 
viewer a sense of connection between their actions and the state of the world
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Part 1: Introduction
•  Introduce students to the ‘Global Issues’ or ‘Big World Problems’ (BWP) 

that affect humanity [Please see Additional Resources on page 28].

•  Explain to students that they will be selecting an issue to examine in-depth 
individually, as a group, or within the class. Students will ultimately explore 
the evidence of the selected issue in their own surroundings and the effects 
on themselves and the people around them.

•  Students will collect data and use it to present their findings of ‘The Impacts 
they see’ through a digital or physical public gallery titled ‘The impacts we see’.

Note: Teachers may change the product to a collaborative slideshow or poster presentation, 
depending on their time allowance.
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Activity 1: Mirror Neurons
Big world problems can be overwhelming, but once we see the day-to-day contributing 
factors, it is easier to see what actions can be done to have an impact. 

To demonstrate how interlinked we are, gather your student’s attention and just smile! 
Alternatively project an image of a smiling person. That’s it, just smile and wait for a couple 
of minutes.

Count the number of students who respond with a smile back. This quick exercise 
demonstrates that our actions always have an effect. 

If you would like to go deeper into this subject, look into the butterfly effect, domino effect 
or chaos theory.
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It has been said that something as small 
as the flutter of a butterfly’s wing can 
ultimately cause a typhoon halfway 

around the world.
Chaos Theory
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Activity 2: Tracing the origins
Background: Our actions have a global impact, e.g. the impact an individual can have on the 
spread of Covid-19. In relation to the big world problems, students will look at the bigger 
picture first. Depending on time, the documentary ‘2040’ or others alike might be good 
resources to introduce now.

Activity 2 is a practice of reverse-tracing. Students will select an item, such as a mobile phone. 

Students research the parts of a phone and locate a spot in a classroom world map where that 
part comes from. Each student searches the original producers of each component. 

At the end of the practice, students can see that small actions by individuals across the globe 
made the mobile phone possible. To delve deeper into this aspect, watch ‘The story of stuff’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-rTQ443akE
https://youtu.be/9GorqroigqM
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Part 2: Body & Content
•  Students will select democratically as a class, in groups or individually (as per 

teacher discretion) the problem they would like to examine in more depth.

•  Use the scaffold on page 9 of the ETPG toolkit to help students undertake 
contextual research from a global perspective to a personal viewpoint.

•  Students will interview local people on the effects of their chosen ‘big world 
problem’. They will find and record visual evidence of their data, and collect 
photographic evidence and effects of the BWP in their immediate community.

•  Students will communicate the link between their evidence and the bigger issue 
through verbal and written communication components of their exhibition. They 
can storify their findings to evoke empathy amongst gallery visitors. 

Note: Teachers may choose to allow other artistic mediums in student exhibitions aside from 
photography and collage making. Content may be added about the medium of production, such as web 
design, collage making, image editing software or photographic techniques. 

https://www.nviflinders.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Entrepreneurial-Education-Teacher-Practice-Guide.pdf
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Part 3: Story-fying their findings
Students share their findings with the class to evoke empathy amongst their 
peers before they start constructing their digital or physical exhibit. 

Note: Although this learning plan can be implemented on an individual basis by assigning a page per 
student (based on teacher discretion), if the work is undertaken in groups, jobs need to be distributed 
and group dynamics established.

Prompt groups to: 

•  Identify group name, team members, and why each member cares about the issue they selected. 
They could also design a team logo, mascot or slogan, depending on time.

•  Summarise their understanding of the ‘big world problems’.

•  Allocate roles such as designer, writer, analyst or data engineer). You may wish to use the last slide on 
‘Jobs of the future’ to help students understand the relevance of the work they are undertaking.

•  Allocate jobs and responsibilities such as designing titles and editing images to each team member 
responsible for completing the tasks. 

•  Assign due dates for peer reviews, cross-group reviews, and feedback panels. 
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Part 4: Iteration of work, editing & compilation
Students manage the collaborative creation of their gallery by identifying 
design constraints to help the displays fit seamlessly into one exhibition 
(or website, slideshow or poster presentation, based on teacher discretion 
and time constraints).

Conclusion
•  Students invite community members to experience their exhibit. 

•  Based on the contributing factors that students found locally and 
demonstrated through their displays, students encourage the audience 
to consider committing to changing a habit or practice in their daily lives. 

•  Students design a feedback/testimonial mechanism for attendees to 
express feedback, share their self-reflections and communicate the impacts 
they experienced. 
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Resources

27
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Additional resources
•  PDF: ETPG toolkit

•  Online article: Top challenges for the future of humanity

•  Online article: United Nations, Global Issues

•  Online article: 15 Global Challenges – The Millennium Project

•  Online article: Global Issues

•  Video: Global food supply 

•  Video: Economic growth and social inclusion 

•  Video: Environment and natural resources 

https://www.nviflinders.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Entrepreneurial-Education-Teacher-Practice-Guide.pdf
https://en.unesco.org/news/top-challenges-future-humanity-and-planet-include-sustaining-ocean-health-reversing
http://www.un.org/en/global-issues
https://www.globalissues.org/issue
https://www.globalissues.org/issue
https://youtu.be/krU01hlCdxo 
https://youtu.be/ukHIIg28xQQ 
https://youtu.be/dnxRCHVLGRo
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•  Video: The future of the global financial system

•  Video: Gender parity 

•  Video: International trade and investment 

•  Video: Infrastructure and development

https://youtu.be/UKyk-GgE8Uc
https://youtu.be/voYHPa1uLIg
https://youtu.be/OVi5B7P7Yw4
https://youtu.be/wsKgFdJcd6I
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Start where you are. Use what 
you have. Do what you can.

Arthur Ashe
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Content descriptors

31
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Year 8 English
Language: expressing and developing ideas

•  Investigate how visual and multimodal texts allude to or draw on other texts 
or images to enhance and layer meaning (ACELA1548) 

Literature and Context 

•  Understand and explain how combinations of words and images in texts are 
used to represent particular groups in society, and how texts position readers 
in relation to those groups (ACELT1628)

Creating texts 

•  Create imaginative, informative and persuasive texts that raise issues, report 
events and advance opinions, using deliberate language and textual choices, 
and including digital elements as appropriate (ACELY1736)
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Interacting with others

•  Interpret the stated and implied meanings in spoken texts, and 
use evidence to support or challenge different perspectives 
(ACELY1730)

•  Use interaction skills for identified purposes, using voice and 
language conventions to suit different situations, selecting 
vocabulary, modulating voice and using elements such as music, 
images and sound for specific effects (ACELY1808)

•  Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing 
appropriate content, including multimodal elements, to reflect a 
diversity of viewpoints (ACELY1731)
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Year 7 Science
Science Understanding: Biological sciences

•  Classification helps organise the diverse group of organisms (ACSSU111)

Science as a Human Endeavour: Nature and development of science

•  Scientific knowledge has changed peoples’ understanding of the world and is 
refined as new evidence becomes available (ACSHE119)

•  Science knowledge can develop through collaboration across the disciplines 
of science and the contributions of people from a range of cultures 
(ACSHE223)
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Use and influence of science

•  Solutions to contemporary issues, that are found using science and 
technology, may impact other areas of society and may involve ethical 
considerations (ACSHE120)

Questioning and predicting

•  Identify questions and problems that can be investigated scientifically 
and make predictions based on scientific knowledge (ACSIS124)

Planning and conducting

•  Collaboratively and individually plan and conduct a range of investigation 
types, including fieldwork and experiments, ensuring safety and ethical 
guidelines are followed (ACSIS125)
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•  Measure and control variables, select equipment appropriate to the task and 
collect data with accuracy (ACSIS126)

Processing and analysing data and information

•  Construct and use a range of representations, including graphs, keys and 
models to represent and analyse patterns or relationships in data using digital 
technologies as appropriate (ACSIS129)

•  Summarise data, from students’ own investigations and secondary sources, 
use scientific understanding identifying relationships and draw conclusions 
based on evidence (ACSIS130)
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Evaluating

•  Reflect on scientific investigations including evaluating the quality of the data 
collected, and identifying improvements (ACSIS131)

•  Use scientific knowledge and findings from investigations to evaluate claims 
based on evidence (ACSIS132)

Communicating

•  Communicate ideas, findings and evidence-based solutions to problems 
using scientific language, and representations, using digital technologies as 
appropriate (ACSIS133)
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Year 8 Science
Chemical Sciences

•  Differences between elements, compounds and mixtures can be described 
at a particle level (ACSSU152)

Earth and space sciences

•  Sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks contain minerals and are 
formed by processes that occur within Earth over a variety of timescales 
(ACSSU153) 

Nature and development of science

•  Scientific knowledge has changed peoples’ understanding of the world 
and is refined as new evidence becomes available (ACSHE134)
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•  Science knowledge can develop through collaboration across the disciplines 
of science and the contributions of people from a range of cultures 
(ACSHE226)

Use and influence of science 

•  Solutions to contemporary issues that are found using science and 
technology, may impact on other areas of society and may involve ethical 
considerations (ACSHE135)

Questioning and predicting

•  Identify questions and problems that can be investigated scientifically 
and make predictions based on scientific knowledge (ACSIS139)
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Planning and conducting

•  Collaboratively and individually plan and conduct a range of investigation 
types, including fieldwork and experiments, ensuring safety and ethical 
guidelines are followed (ACSIS140)

•  Measure and control variables, select equipment appropriate to the task and 
collect data with accuracy (ACSIS141)

Processing and analysing data and information

•  Construct and use a range of representations, including graphs, keys and 
models to represent and analyse patterns or relationships in data using digital 
technologies as appropriate (ACSIS144)

•  Summarise data, from students’ own investigations and secondary sources, 
and use scientific understanding to identify relationships and draw 
conclusions based on evidence (ACSIS145)
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Evaluating

•  Reflect on scientific investigations including evaluating the quality of the 
data collected, and identifying improvements (ACSIS146)

•  Use scientific knowledge and findings from investigations to evaluate claims 
based on evidence (ACSIS234)

Communicating

•  Communicate ideas, findings and evidence based solutions to problems 
using scientific language, and representations, using digital technologies 
as appropriate (ACSIS148)
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Year 7 & 8 Media Arts
•  Develop media representations to show familiar or shared social and cultural 

values and beliefs, including those of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Peoples (ACAMAM067)

•  Develop and refine media production skills to shape the technical and 
symbolic elements of images, sounds and text for a specific purpose and 
meaning (ACAMAM068)

•  Plan, structure and design media artworks that engage audiences 
(ACAMAM069)

•  Present media artworks for different community and institutional contexts 
with consideration of ethical and regulatory issues (ACAMAM070)
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Jobs & industry

43
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Associated jobs of the future
The skills, knowledge and experience of undertaking this learning 
experience can equip students for the following jobs of the future. 

Teachers can use this engagement tool to help students understand 
the relevance of this learning to their future world of work.

Gamification designer 
 
Gamification designers 
will enhance user 
engagement or such 
things as nutrition, 
education, and exercise 
by developing games.

Human habitat designer 
 
Human habitat designers 
will develop and 
design land and built 
environments to create 
effective living and 
working arrangements 
in large settlements.

Multisensory experience 
designers 
 
Multisensory experience 
designers will bring 
together virtual reality, 
haptic and biofeedback/
biometric technologies 
to create fully immersive 
games and leisure 
activities, marketing 
campaigns, and 
education/training.

Drone experience 
designer 
 
Drone experience 
designers will work with 
drone fleet controllers 
to optimise people’s 
interactions with drones.

Ethical hacker 
 
Ethical hackers will 
identify weaknesses in 
cybersecurity systems 
to find and fix potential 
security risks and fight 
off attackers.

Food knowledge 
communicator 
 
Food knowledge 
communicators will help 
people to change their 
relationship with food, 
making it healthier and 
more ethical.

https://100jobsofthefuture.com/
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Links with industry
Depending on the problem chosen, students can examine the effects and 
impacts of the problem on local businesses. By researching and enquiring 
about these repercussions on businesses, students can come across 
opportunities to innovate and collaborate with industry on real issues 
they face. The ability to ideate and use creative thinking to help solve 
a problem affecting the community is an essential skill valued by current 
and future industries. Liaising with local businesses provides students 
with an increased potential to generate solutions that matter.

Note: Use the ETPG tool ‘5 Steps to guide any classroom to identify and design a simple 
reciprocally beneficial interaction with industry and community’ (Please see Additional 
Resources on page 28). 
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Consider:

•  Local news agencies who might be interested in your story and you might 
be interested in their local news records

•  Local artists who might be interested in displaying a relevant art piece in 
your gallery and you might be interested in learning about their techniques 

•  Other businesses that work towards improving related areas of your ‘big 
world problem’ 
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